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ABSTRACT 
This project is aims to developing a tool that able to collect· relevant information from 
the World Wide Web and a tool that can be used to assists users in decision-making in 
the activitie of e-commerce. It i been built by u ing the neural network of artificial 
intelligence approach. ln more specific, the back propagation network was been used. 
This report contains seven chapters that uncovered the details of the project from 
the beginning through the end of the y tern evaluation and a conclusion chapter. 
These chapters and its contain are been arranged as the following: 
Chapter I - lntroductlon, introducing the project in anou · dimension· which 
includes the briefing of project definition, objective and scope. 
Chapter II - Literature Review containing the finding on the areas related to the 
project, approach and algorithm used in the project and analy i of thee isting system. 
Chapter Ill =Methodology, ju. tifying the method cho en for the ystcm development, 
project planning that includes proje t sch dule and system modules, procedure of the 
system, which arc the functional and non-functional requirement· hardware and 
software used to develop the s tern. 
Chapter IV - System Design, describing the system now using graphic representation 
techniques and specif in' in deep on both traininu and pr diction module. It also 
des rihcs 011 the latabnsc dcsiun and screen I ·.·i rn ofth · s sl<.:111 
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Chapter V - System Implementation and Testing, describing the system 
implementation of the development environment, development of webs, Prediction 
Agent and ActiveX component. It also describes the testing of the system. 
Chapter VT - System Evaluation, presenting the evaluation of the system in term · of 
its strengths as well as the limitations. 
Chapter VII - Conclusion, describing the problems encountered and solutions taken 
during the development of the system. Recommendations for future enhancements on 
the system and a conclusion that summarized of the project from the beginning of 
introduction through the end of system evaluation are included in thi chapter. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This introductory chapter gives a description or purpose of the project and problem to 
be solved. The significance and rationale of the project wi 11 be discu sed here. 
Furthermore, the system functions, limitations and its assumptions will also be dwelt 
into later in this chapter. 
1. 1 Project Definition 
The Internet provides a vast amount of information on virtually every conceivable topic. 
A rapidly growing segment of the Internet is Electronic ommerce. For shear 
convenience and preservation of time, consumers arc looking for upplier · .elling 
products and services on the Internet. Meanwhile, supplier are looking for buyer to 
increase market share. It is usually a challenge for ordinary us rs to find exactly what 
they are looking for. In order to address this problem, a number of search engines have 
been created. ince the creation of search engine, the task of finding information on the 
Internet has become easier. Unfortunately, there are till orne problems, which thi s tool 
cannot deal with. Besides that, earch engine can be difficult to little experienced users 
that have to trunslat the qu •r into us ·t of k · \ ords link ·d ihrou rh I ooleuu 01 craters. 
Mor .ovcr, s arch ·n~in~s rnnk th' qu '1 r ·suit· usi11g .ri: .riu tllut ·an pm lu · · .uunt '!'~ 
int iitivc res lit•; (Ior .xarnplc usiru: Ill' frvqu .n ·. of 1m·r. ll\nllS whi ·Ii ll!)l\ is IH\\ltlll 
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to get some irrelevant information or in some cases information not related at all to what 
the user demanded, and force the user to scan almost all the documents retrieved. This 
task is very time-consuming and they may not find what they want. 
The vast amount of information on the Internet and the weakness of search engines had 
caused a great deal of problems for both the consumer and the seller. These problems 
have led to the relatively slow growth of electronic commerce. lt is speculated that 
intelligent agents will be able to solve these problems. Intelligent agents will be able to 
sort through the clutter on the Internet, resulting in the selection of specific brands 
products, and stores. These entities will also be able to speed up the process of locating 
items on the Internet and leave users more time to do other, more productive or 
enjoyable tasks. 
This project aims to build an intelligent agent a tool that collects information from the 
web to assist users in decision-making. This tool con ists of two intelligent sub-agents, 
which are filtering agent and prediction agent. Based on the domain of houses, the 
private residential properties, this agent had to carry out two main functions, which are 
to help the user to retrieve only relevant information required by the user and predict the 
price of the particular house as to assist user in decision-making. Artificial neural 
network approach will be used in developing this s .tcrn in which bu ck propa ation i · 
chosen as the lcarnin 1 ul iorithm for the a 1 .nt. Th rclorc, u truinin 1 module has to t c 
provi I id to train th' :1_: '11l lo lJ • .ome int 111 I 'Ill in I( 1111 it: tnsk«, I~ ·:i I .s o:' thut, lhis 
tool also bus some orh ·r 1 •I• unt l'•;\tur 'S thut pro kl· us ·ful infurmution to us· in th· 
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activity of e-commerce. These include a loan calculator and links to related fields in 
house purchasing. 
1.2 Objective 
The main objective of this project is to develop a tool that is intelligent enough to assist 
user in the activities of electronic commerce, which in this case, to collect relevant 
information on a particular house specified by user from the database and provide a 
price predictor as an assistant to user in price compari ·on and decision-making. This 
project also includes a training module that is responsible in providing training to the 
agent, as to increase the speed and accuracy of the agent in doing it· ta ks. 
The housing development in Malaysia is progrcs ing very fast especially for the last few 
years. Because of this a lot of housing developers and property agents had put their web 
site on the Internet for the purpose of providing information about the houses they built 
to the users. Houses are built everywhere through out the country and it also come in 
various size· and types. In order to earch for a particular kind of houses, the u er have 
to consider the location, types, ize , price , number of bedrooms and so on. This pr ved 
to be a time-consuming task e pecially if the user earche · using search engines on the 
Internet because it will only returned the VRL of the sites. Th· mu hav · to browse 
through many w ·h sites to ct ' hut th<.:. wunt und in some us .s th ·sites pm i I I i.· not 
r '1 · ant at all to hat th· 1: · r .quir .d I·. ·n thourh lh . sit : 11r' r ·kvant. 1s 'rs ill lio: 
I\ got these ~it ·s lo coru] 1111..: the 1 r1 .c .. locuunu und so\ 11. 
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This problem can be solved using the filter agent that is used to get relevant information 
from the web pages returned by the World Wide Web on behalf of a user. Users interact 
with this agent by submitting agent requests. The agent will get the user inputs and the 
data of houses store in database. These data will be ent to the network for filtering out 
the relevant data, which is required by the users. These relevant data will then be sent 
back to the database and wi 11 be displayed to the user. 
A price predictor will be another intelligent tool, which make prediction of property' 
price based on user inputs. The predicted price (outcome) can be useful for the user to do 
price-comparison with the list or .earching results and thu a ·ist the u a in deci ion- 
making. The rationale of this project is to build an intelligent agent for the above 
purpose. 
Apart from that, this tool also provides other u eful information to user ·uch a loan 
calculator and links of related fields in house purchasing. It also provides a feedback 
form to get the comment from u er as to further enhance the ability of the system. Un
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1.3 Scope 
The function of this system is to provide an agent to help the users to search for a 
particular house on the web, based on their requirement. Besides, it also provides the 
function of making price prediction of the user require house. This aims to help the user 
in decision-making based on the predicted price of the specific house. The 
administrator will be given the authority in training and testing the prediction agent 
based on the data set selected. 
This system has its limitations. The domain covered in this ystem i · on houses in 
Malaysia. Therefore, the searching will be conducted on the hou .cs available onl 111 
Malaysia. Price prediction will be based on four input vector , which are location, type, 
bedroom number and size of the residential property. Due to thi. limitation the 
prediction agent does not reflect a real predictor. Be ides that, the y tern need time to 
train the neural network embedded by u ing the trainin 1 module. This module needs a 
large number of data sets to increase the accuracy of the output re sul ts. 
With the functions provided, the utput of the system will be a Ii 't of relevance 
description of a particular hou e the predicted price of the house. The u er will be 
provided with a detail of performance as the outcome of training and tcstinu the 
prediction a rent. 
This syst ·111 \ ill I 'I i thc li\11()\ i11 ! fc uur . 
I) \ Iser i11ti.;ri'a1.:i..:s inclu . 1\1 .h fot Ill.JI • Ii 'lOI r )I i)l !ll1 I "\Ull. J)lll • 
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2) Training and testing module of prediction agent for administrator. 
3) A loan calculator for calculation of monthly installment. 
4) Others links that provide services related to hou e purchasing. 
1.4 Summary 
This chapter gives an overview of the project that includes the aims, relevance, 
significance and the scope of the development of an intelligent agent for e-cornmer 
Besides that, it also covers the importance and feasibility of the project a well a the 
project limitations and expected outcomes. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter will discuss about the facts finding techniques, meaning and overview of 
areas covered in the project literally. The major areas that will be covered arc a· follow: 
Artificial Neural Network 
Intelligent Agent 
Electronic ornmerce 
Artificial Intelli zence in ~ lectronic ommcrce 
2.1 Facts Finding Techniques 
Useful information and recommendation are obtained through carrying .ornc efforts of 
the finding. The following shows the techniques used for thi project: 
2. l. l Internet surfing 
Surfing the Internet is indeed a good wa of findin 1 information. There are man 
rich and broad-based Web pages providing a lot of information on electronic 
commerce. Feedback from some Frequent Asked ucstions (rJ\. ) sessions helped 
clear up misconceptions or ·rn n 'OllS plans th 11 had b .en formed ( nlin · tut: rials 
r~ iarding c .rtaiu prngrumrnin 1 Ian iuuue t:an ulli\' l · ul turu ·d ihrou ih this method or 
7 
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surfing net. Existing intelligent agent systems and e-commerce sited also help in 
giving ideas on the features of the system development. 
2. 1. 2 Research 
All the research works are approached Crom the point of view of thi · system, which 
involved reviewing academic materials that contain relevant information, especially on 
some existing technical works. 
2.2 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
2.2. l Introduction 
The fundamental processing element of a neural network is a neuron. Thi· building 
block of human awareness encompasses a few general capabilities. Much i till 
unknown about how the brain trains itself to process information, o theorie abound. In 
the human brain, a typical neuron collects signal · from other through a ho t of fine 
structures called dendrites. The neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity through a 
long, thin stand known as an axon, which splits into thousand of branches. At the end of 
each branch, a structure called a synap e converts the activity from the axon int 
electrical effects that inhibit or excite the connected neuron . When a neuron receive 
excitatory input that is sufficient! tar re compar d with it· inhibito input it · md · a 
spike of elt.:ctrictll activit_ elm n its axon. I .carnin • oc ·urs hy .hun iin .~th, •ff• ·tiv 'II 'S'· 
01· th, sy1H'IJ scs so that th' iuflu .n ·' of )IJ • n .urou on un uh ·r rh rne .s, Fi iur • •. I b ·I )W 
sh w n bi: h _,ical n .uron in u human llrnin 
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Figure 2. I A biological neuron 
Artificial neural networks are parallel computational model comprised of den ely 
interconnected adaptive processing units. These networks arc fine-grained parallel 
implementations of nonlinear static or dynamic systems. A very important feature of 
these networks is their adaptive nature, where "learning by example" replace 
"programming" in solving problem [I]. 
The term "neural network" describes a class of models which appear under different 
name in the literature: neural networks, neural computation, artificial neural sy terns, 
connectionist models and parallel-di tributcd model f2]. 
This artificial neural network is compri ed of various neuron connected b its wei iht. 
These neurons arc modeled after the biolo iical neuron shown abo ·. Fi rur · -·- shov 
the ar .hit chm; of a bnsi · artifi ial 11 .uron: 
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oueu 
Pelh 
Proc~~ing 
Element 
Figure 2.2 A basic artificial neuron 
An artificial neuron is a basic processing element of a neural network. Refer to the 
above figure the various inputs to the network are represented by X (n). This input i 
analog to the dendrites of a biological neuron. Each of this input is multiplied by a 
connection weight W (n). This product will be ummed together and send to a tran .Ier 
function to generate a result. There are many different transfer functions. which can be 
used such as hard limit, pure linear, log-sigmoid, etc. 
Th1,; neural network can ontain a lot or IH ·rs. I\ sinulc In ·r I~ ·0111hin. I or one or 
111or · artificiul 1H.:un,11s. l~i rur · -·' silo' n n :impl • 11 ·ur;.1! n nwork ' i h tlir 1 • !11yl·1: 
namely i1 put la er, hidden la er un o 1ti ut lu i.:1 
I 0 
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figure 2.3 A simple neural network diagram 
2.2.2 Classification of ANN 
A neural network can be classified by its method of determining the weights on the 
connections, called its learning aluorithrn, and its pattern or connections between the 
neurons, call its network topology. Basically, there arc 2 major learning algorithm· in 
ANN, which are supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Network topologic in 
ANN are divided in two categories, which consist of feed forward and feedback 
network. Each of this learning methods and network topologies will be discussed below. 
11 
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2.2.2.1 Leaming Algorithm 
One of the most significant attribute of ANN rs its to learn by interacting with its 
environment or with information source. Leaming in a neural network is normal ly 
accomplished through an adaptive procedure, known as a learning rule or algorithm 
whereby the weights of the network are incrementally adjusted so a to improve a 
predefined performance measure over time [I]. 
Supervised Learning 
Jn supervised learning, the network is trained on a training set consi ting of vector pairs. 
One vector is applied to the input of the network: the other i · used a· a "target" 
representing the desired output. 
Unsupervised Learning 
Unsupervised learning, sometimes called self-organization requires only input vectors to 
train the network. During the training process the network weights ar adjusted so that 
similar inputs produce similar output. This i accompli hed by the training algorithm 
that extracts statistical regularities from the training ct, representing them a the value 
of network weights [3]. 
12 
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2.2.2.2 Network Topology 
There are two major kinds of network topology, which are feed forward, and feedback 
neural network. 
F eedforward neural network 
ln a feed forward neural network, the connections between units do not form cycles. 
Feed forward neural networks usually produce a response to an input quickly. Most feed 
forward neural networks can be trained using a wide variety of efficient conventional 
numerical methods in addition to algorithms invented by neural network researchers. 
F eedback neural network 
In a feedback or recurrent neural network, there are cycles in the connections. In ·omc 
feedback neural networks, each time an input is presented, the neural network mu t 
iterate for a potentially long time before it produces a response. 'cedback neural 
networks are usually more difficult to train than feed forward neural networks. 
Jn this project, back propagation method will be u cd in which it uses supervised 
learning and it is a feed forward network. 
l. 
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2.2.3 Back Propagation Neural Network 
The back propagation network is a very popular model in neural network. It does not 
have feedback connections, but errors are back propagated during training. Least mean 
squared error is used. Many applications can be formulated for using back propagation 
network and the methodology has been a model for most multi-layer model. 
Back propagation network has a gradient descent method to minimize the total squared 
error of the output computed by the neural network. The training of the neural network 
by back propagation involves three stages: the feed forward of the output training 
pattern, the calculation and back propagation of the associated error, and the adjustment 
of the weight. After training, application of the neural network involves only the 
computations of the feed forward phase. ven if training is slow, a trained neural 
network can produce its output very rapidly. 
Algorithm of back propagation network 
Three stages of training: 
During feed forward, each input unit receives an input signal and broadcasts the signal to 
each of the hidden units. Each hidden units then computes its activation and ends its 
signal (Z j) to each output unit. Each output unit computes its activation ( Y k) to form the 
corresponding of the neural network for the given input pattern. 
Durin ·' trainin '. each or the output unit .ornpurcs its ~)mputcd u ti ution Y ~ with it\; 
targets value T ~ to dct .nni: .. the ass .ciut .d Tr r for tluu 1 nucrn with rhut mit. Hns' 
< 11 this err. r, tilt: fo .ior I .lu ~ (k I,., ... m 1: ·c Ill! ut .d. I ·1111 is 1. ·I lli dir11tl ut • 
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the error, at output unit back to all units in the previous layer. ln a similar manner, Delta 
j is computed for each hidden unit. 1t is not necessary to propagate the error back to the 
input layer, but Delta j is used to update the weights between the hidden layer and the 
input layer. 
After all of the s factors have been determined, the weights for all layers are adjusted 
simultaneously. The adjustment to the weight W j k is based on the factor Delta 1; and the 
activation of the hidden unit. The adjustment to the weight Vi j is based on the factor 
Delta .i and the activation of the input unit. 
The activation funct ion 
The activation function is a non-linear function that, when applied to the net input of a 
neuron, determines the output of that neuron. Its domain must generally be all real 
numbers, as there is no theoretical limit to what the net input can be. However in 
practice we can easily limit the net input by limiting the weights. An activation function 
for a back propagation net should have several important characteristics: it should be 
continuous, differentiable, and monotonically non-decreasing. Further more for 
computational efficiency, it is desirable that its derivative be easy to compute. Usually, 
the function is expected to saturate, e.g. approach finite maximum and minimum value 
asymptotically. 
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2.2.4 Neural Network Programs 
Neural network programs are a new kind of computing tool, which simulate the structure 
and operation of the human brain. They mimic many of the brain's most powerful 
abilities, including pattern recognition, association, and the ability to generalize by 
observing examples. Neural networks create their own model of the problem through a 
training process, so no programming is required. A trained network provides answer 
with lightning speed, in less than a second. "User can retrain a network to use new, 
updated information in minutes. 
Common uses for neural networks include medical diagnostic systems insurance claim 
evaluations, sports event predictions, loan risk evaluations pattern recognition, and 
business analysis and decision-making [ 4 J. 
2.3 Intelligent Agent 
There are several definitions of agents. ne can also describe rath r than define agents 
in terms of their task, autonomy, and communication capabilitic , Some of the major 
definitions and descriptions of agents are: 
1. Agents arc semi-autonomous computer programs that intelligently a ·sist the user 
with computer applications. Agents emplo artificial intelli zencc technique· to 
assist u: ers with diiil. c mputer task .. su h as reading ilc .tronic mail, 
111·1i11ttti11i11, a .nlcndar, t111<.l l'iling int't rmuti: 11. 1 ·11ts I .nrn hrouuh .xamp] ·- 
t ·1s1..:d rca:« 1 in· und tile al IL' u im110v1.: lll1.:1r pi..:rlt rmuncc l .r time, 
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11. Agents are computational systems that inhabit some complex, dynamic 
environment. They sense and act autonomously in this environment. By doing 
so, they realize a set of goals or ta sks. 
ur. Agents are software robots. They can think and will act on behalf of a user to 
carry out tasks. Agents will help meet the growing need for more functional, 
flexible, and personal computing and telecommunications systems. Uses for 
intelligent agents include self-contained tasks, operating emi-autonornously, and 
communication between the user and systems resources. 
The definition and description of an agent for this research arc: Agents arc software 
programs that implement user delegation. Agents manage complexity, support user 
mobility, and lower the entry level for new users. Agents arc a design model similar to 
client-server computing, rather than strictly a technology, program, or product [5). 
An intelligent agent is a computer system that is capable of llcxiblc autonomous action 
in order to meet its design objectives. By Ile iblc. it is meant that the system must he: 
Responsive: agents should perceive their environment (which may be the physical 
world, a user, a collection of agents, the Internet. etc.) and respond in a timely 
fashion to changes that occur in it. 
Proactive: agents should not simply a ·t 111 r spans" to th ·ir environm int, th· 
should bt: ahle 10 exhibit opportunistic. 2011!- lire tc I behavior and tukc th· initint] c 
' her· appropriut •. 
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Social: agents should be able to interact, when they deem appropriate, with other 
artificial agents and humans in order to complete their own problem solving and to 
help others with their activities. 
An agent can be applied in many domains such as in industrial application, medical 
application, commercial application, entertainment and so on. At a ftrst glance, an agent 
seems to be the same as a search engine like Yahoo, Alta Vista, Lycos, etc, but this is not 
true. The key difference though is that an agent is more interactive and can accompli h 
many tasks at many different locations. For example, if user searches on a keyword 
using a search engine such as Yahoo, the u er will get a list or matches. The user can 
then follows those hnks and possibly get the information. If an agent was be n used, on 
the other hand, the agent could submit entered keywords to many search engines, follow 
the corresponding links, and gather the information, all without any intervention from 
the user. 
2.4 Electronic Commerce 
Electronic commerce is defined as any form of business or administrative transaction or 
information exchange that is executed using any information and communications 
technology (JCT). Following this definition, information on these pa' 'S in .ludes the 
latest technolo 1i1,;. for cnablin • trade o ·r the int· 11 ·t. the mor csmblish • I l rn .tic ·s if 
xinvcntioual Ll)I (electron. · duta interchange 111d bur ·, di1111. us w .ll n · th· l usiu ·:s 
r 'OSOi!. for imp] .m .ntutiun ol' these I '·1)11011)!'1 ·-.. j 1 i 
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Electronic Commerce is the buying and selling of goods and services across the Internet. 
Over 20 million people are currently buying products and services through the Internet. 
In 1998, online retail shoppers are expected to spend$ 4.8 billion, and by 200 I, on-line 
retail sales are expected to top $17.8 billion. Currently, the frequent online shopper 
spends an average $672 per year on-line and this is expected to grow to $773 per year by 
2001. Consumers are gaining confidence in the security of the Internet, which will 
further increase the growth in sales. 
An e-commerce site can be as simple as a catalog page with a phone number, or it can 
range all the way to a real-time credit card processing site where customers can purcha 
downloadable goods and receive them on the spot. Electronic commerce merchants can 
range from the small business with a few items f r . ale all the way to a large on-line 
retailer such as Amazon.corn. 
2. 5 Artljlcial Intelligence in Escommerce 
Ever since the growth of e-commerce, shopping on line has become a popular way to buy 
things. Consumers have to browse a I t of ires to get the lowest price on the product 
and it is very time consuming. Consumers want to be able to find a broad selection when 
looking for a product: however, the selection must be edited do' n to rec onuble and 
mana icablc proportion .. This ·ditin ~ fcuturc i~ th' job ( I' th' int Iii• '111n1 .ut, 
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Recent significant progress in Al for electronic commerce includes: 
Practical shopping agents, including Web portal services that use knowledge 
representation, decision analysis, machine learning, and information retrieval 
technique. 
Practical recommender services, e.g., e-storefronts that use collaborative filtering. 
Practical data mining by sellers to learn customer-buying patterns. 
Practical customer-service help, including agent technique to categorize and route 
e-mail, do case-based associative retrieval and make suggestions. 
Theory of economic decision-making, markets, negotiations, and contracts, 
including from the viewpoints of resource-bounded intclli •cnce, zame theory, 
distributed Al, negotiation, probabili tic and uncertain reasoning, and decision 
analysis. 
The theory and practice of auctions. 
Agent communication languages, including negotiation languages and protocols and 
knowledge interchange and the u se of XML-encoded domain ontology and 
communication languages. 
Web information retrieval and information integration, including u ing NLP, text 
analysis and machine learning. 
Online product/service catalo °'S, e. •., t • hniqucs to a 1 tr • 'UI' .atalo • ·. 
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Shopping agent is one kind of intelligent software agents, who is specialized in helping 
network users in the electronic commerce for information finding, shopping, and price- 
comparison. Even the secure electronic transaction can be fully handled by shopping 
agents. Currently, there are many shopping agents available for use. Below are few of 
the popular shopping agents on the web and their uses. 
1. Fido the Shopping Doggie 
Fido searches the Continuum Software database of merchant pages and produces 
a list of product descriptions and prices. 
11. Bargain Finder 
Bargain Finder allows user to shop for the lowest music CD price via the sites it 
searches. User just type in the name of the CD user want to buy, and the "agent" 
searches specific music sites that have allowed their documents to be indexed. 
111. Firefly 
firefly also helps the user find music, but it is more sophisticated in that it learns 
the user's musical preferences. Firefly asks users to rate a number or different 
music artists, then it suggests other t pes of music that the user might like. The 
suggestion is based on correlations with what other people say they enjoy 
listening to, versus using artificial intelligence . 
• 1 
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2.6 Summary 
This chapter gives brief explanation on the topics researched and studied that are 
relevant to the project. Among the topics are artificial neural network, concepts of 
intelligent agent, electronic commerce, and the application of artificial intelligence in e- 
commerce, where the techniques of Internet surfing and research were been applied. 
These topics understanding will be followed by project analysis stage that comes after 
this chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The objectives specified in the first chapter were achieved using the algorithm in this 
chapter. 
3. 1 The Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
Conventional development and prototyping may be combined. The waterfall model with 
prototyping is chosen because the strengths of each can be achieved on a single project. 
This model is actually the classic waterfall model combined with the prototyping 
approach in its early stages. The model is shown in Figure 3. I. 
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Analysis · 
Design 
Prototyping 
i Coding 
Testing 
Implement, tion 
Operational & Maintenance 
Figure 3.1. The waterfall model with prototyping 
In the proposed development strategy, the waterfall model will serve as the base for the 
development because the steps of this model are very similar to the iencric steps of 
software development proces that are applicable to all software engineering paradi zms. 
It also provides a template into which methods for analysis, design, coding, testing and 
maintenance can be placed. Prototyping will be involved in the early stages of the 
waterfall model where th re is a need for experimentation and learnin , before 
'011111 i tment o f an r 'SOllfCC..:, to d .lop the fu 11-s ·al •. · st Ill, Protot ri 11 ' v i 11 not hi.'. 
involved in tile Int 'r stu 1c:-1 <if th· dev 101 m ·.nt be .au: • its muj r · rnwbn .k i11 in ·r ·n:in' 
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the opportunities to produce negative effects on structural factors such as performance, 
design quality and maintainability if not carry out properly. 
In the case of the proposed project, an idea solution might be one that combined rapid 
results (from prototyping) with stability (from the waterfall model). The stability of the 
classic waterfall model is very much needed in this project. The main reason for the 
incorporation of prototyping into the waterfall model is to rapidly elicit and experiment 
with user interface requirements and usability factors. Prototyping approach is also idea 
in the sense that the developer has neither complete information I understanding nor 
experience in developing this type of system. 
The waterfall model with prototyping approach that will be adapted in the proposed 
project encompasses the activities at system analysis, system design, coding, testing and 
implementation. 
Analysis 
The goal to the system analysis is to understand the proposed ystern and to establi h 
system requirements. The system analysis phase is concerned with data gathering and 
data analysis. 
Data will be gathered from sources like written materials, Internet us well a · observation 
and examination of oth rs int 'llipent a rent s. SI .ms: The it .ran · process or 
protot pin i-rcvision " ill l I..' !):Ha Flow l iuurnm I Fl> 1: ho: 'n to unul: I' th · 
.o l l .ct .d data be ·11t1s • it '11t1l 1 .x the infonn 1lion domain :1ml fun ·t10tml dtl111111n to l c 
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modeled at the same time. It is to be used to graphically show the flow of the data 
through the system. 
The most important outcome from this phase will be an accurate system requirements 
specification. 
Design 
The system design phase is the phase in which requirements produced in the previous 
phase are translated into a representation of the system. This phase will be concerned 
with user interface design, database design and system design. 
The interactive process of prototyping-revision will be used to rcvi ·c the dcsi in of the 
user interface. Interface prototypes will be built using Microsoft Visual lnterDev. Entity- 
relational (E-R) modeling will be involved in the logical design of the Microsoft Access 
database. In system design, structure chart will be involved in tructuring the system's 
modules and flow chart might be used to depict the design of procedural details. 
Coding 
This stage translates and implements the detail design representation of the system into 
programming realization. Scripting languages such as YBScript and HTML might be 
used in coding the information and functional domain us well us the .ontrol of the 
proposed system. Mi .rosof] Visua] lntcrl c 6.0 i: the 1 rope: ·d' cb-uuihorin •It ol thut 
wi 11 be used Lo create '" .h 1 ag ·s wlu] ' I I'!. I~ . for ncurul 11 'l' orl cl iv ·lop111•11t. 
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Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 will be the tool to create ActiveX components and Microsoft 
Access 97 will be used to develop the database of the system. 
Testing 
Testing will be a critical step in assuring the quality of the developed system and will 
represent the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. first, unit testing will 
be performed to verify each program module. Next, integration testing is performed. It is 
to integrate unit-tested program modules and conduct tests that uncover errors associated 
with the interfacing of those modules. Validation test succeeds when the system 
functions in a manner that is reasonably expected. 
Implementation 
The finally stage of the development will be ystem implementation. The system will be 
implemented on its target software and hardware requirement. The whole system will be 
revise to uncover the necessity to add further enhancements. Maintenance process 
should be an ongoing activity in real development projects. Monitoring a necessary 
adjustments continue so that the system produces the expected results. However, system 
enhancements and maintenance will only be carried out in the proposed project if time 
constraint allowed. 
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3.2 Planning 
3.2. l Project Schedule 
The project was done step by step according to the schedule shown in Table 3.1, which 
had been set at the beginning of the project. 
Table 3. I. Project schedule 
June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 
Key Activity 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 
Literature Review I 
Requirement Analysis ==i 
System Design I I 
Coding I Prototyping 
System Testing I 
Documentation c= 
3.2.2 System Modules 
The system consists of four modules, which are display module, filtering module, 
training module and prediction module. 
Display module 
This module contains the user interfaces, which is consists of two main screens: 
1. User input screens 
Search f rm tog ·t qu ·r from u .cr t 1 hel: them t · obtain the r .quir •<.I 
in form at i l)l l. 
F .cdba .k [nrm lor llS .r to 'IV. '( nuncnt ()(I till' .v 'll'lll 
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11. Results screens 
Present a listing of relevant houses description. 
Present a predicted price to assist user in decision-making. 
Present the training and testing performance of the prediction agent. 
I· iltering module 
This module will use neural network to do the filtering of the data in the database. It will 
filter out the relevant information, which is required by user from the database and 
display it to users. 
Training module 
This module will able the administrator to train and test the prediction neural network 
with sets of sample data. 150 data will be use as training data set to train the agent. 
Administrator can then test the agent to determine the accuracy of the agent in doing its 
task by using test data set provided. 
Prediction module 
This module will predict the price of user query house. The price will be determined b 
using back propagation neural network with four input rit ·rif\ s I· t ·d b th· us ·r 
throuuh the input s rcen. These lid I. arc siutc lo .atiuu. typ '. bedroom 11u111b ·r 1111tl 
bui IH1p area of th · hou: ·. 
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3. 3 Procedure 
3.3. l Functional Requirements 
3.3. /.I General user section 
This section is responsible to communicate with user in getting information from user to 
proceed the searching, price prediction and train the network, and displays the outcome 
to user. 
Display module 
This is a front-end design with is responsible for the interactions between user and the 
system . .It consists of the following: 
i. Property search form 
This form enables user to input his/her required criteria such a location, type, 
size and, number of bedroom of a house. 
ii. f rice predict ion form 
This form will gather the input of property detail from the user and send to 
prediction agent for price prediction. 
iii. Property search result page 
This page includes a listing or entire search results, which ar · th· r ·I .van · · 
houses description. 
iv. l'ricc pr 'di -tion nsul! / 1.t'.<' 
This I ag . di ·plu. s a rc ·0111111 .ndution l I' pr· Ii ·1 • I nous · 11 i · '. 
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vi. Training result page 
The training result of perfonnance goal and prediction accuracy wi 11 be shown in 
this page. 
vii. Testing prediction result page 
This page displays the testing result in form of table together with the prediction 
accuracy achieved in testing process. 
viii. Sendingfeedbackform 
User can gives comment on the system by using the feedback form provided. 
The collected comments will be used to improve the functionality of the system. 
3.3.1.2 Agent section 
There are two agents in this section, which are playing different roles in earching the 
most relevant information for the user. 
Filtering module 
This module aims to ensure that only relevant houses descriptions arc proposed to the 
user. The filtering agent is responsible to distil the Web pages and extract relevant 
information. 
.I I 
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Prediction module 
The purpose of this module is to assist the user in decision-making by predicting the 
value of house. User's query terms are been used in the module to predict the selling 
price of a house. 
3.3.1.3 Administration section 
This section contains two modules that play an important role in system enhancement. 
Training module 
·1 his module aims to train the prediction agent in producing the best results. It is also 
aims to test the degree of accuracy of the agent in doing its task. Two sets of data arc 
required in this module, which are training data and test data. 
Feedback administer 
The administrator is responsible on collecting user feedback, which may be useful for 
system improvement and enhancement in the future. Un
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3.3. J.40thers services section 
This section provides links to several useful sites that are related on house purchasing. 
These links include house loan, insurance, legal firm and so on. 
3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
i. Maintainability 
The system are easy to modify and test in updating process to meet the new request 
correcting errors, or move to a different computer system. 
ii. Reliabttity 
The system should maintain high reliability of data to reduce the failure at the prediction 
module when the output is predicted. The system should also operates in a user- 
acceptable manner when used in the environment for which it was designed, which does 
not produce dangerous or costly failure when it is applied in a reasonable manner. 
iii. !:.fficiency 
Implementation of the system corresponds to the most cost-effective computing resource 
utilization, where process that can be called or accessed in an unlimited number of time. 
to produce similar outcomes at a creditable pace or speed. 
iv. Userfriend/iness 
The design of the system and its interface should be u ser friendly and .as 
understanding by all level or the Int .rn 'l us .rs. lcncrnll .:> th. d ·si '11 or all the int .rtuc 'S 
should ·1)11!'orn1 to the l'nllm m 1 ·rit .rions: 
- 'onsixt .nt, int irms or sere 'JI de ·i in 1111 I .rn r llll..!.''ill \. > li:1 lny xl 
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-High degree of understandability and avoid memorization of events and commands. 
v. Simplicity 
Forms and screens are kept properly uncluttered in a manner that focuses the user 
attention. 
vi. Understandability 
Coding method used, allows other programmer to understand the logic of the program 
flows. 
3.3.3 Hardware Used 
The listing below shows the capability of hardware that is used to develop the s stem. 
I. 200MHz Processor 
11. 96MB of RAM 
111. 2. 1 GB of Hard Disk 
lV. VGA colour monitor 
v. Keyboard 
VI. Mouse 
. I 
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3.3.4 Software Used 
The following are the software chosen to develop the system. 
3.3.4.1 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTM!J 
The Hyper Text Markup Language, or HTML, is the language u ed to prepare Web 
hypertext documents. HTML contains commands, called elements or tags, to mark text 
as headings, paragraphs, lists, quotations, and so on. It also has tags for including images 
within the documents, for including fill-in forms that accept user input, and, most 
importantly, for including hypertext links connecting the document being read to other 
documents or Internet resources l7l 
3.3.4.2 Active Server Pages (ASP) 
ASP is the script that runs on the Microsoft Web Server. Its function is to generate 
HTML scripts for the client browser. Fast execution is one of the major reasons that 
ASP is chosen to develop the system. Time saving is really important to customer. 
Compared to CGJ, ASP is easier to be used and is more flexible in changing codes as no 
compilation is involved. ASP enables dynamic Web design effortlessly. Thi feature 
makes the Web applications easy to maintain and modify to meet the new need and 
requirements [S]. 1t is therefore selected as the main de eloprnent tool for the server run 
script. 
J. 
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3.3.4.3 VB Script 
VB Script is an interpreted script language from Microsoft. It is a subset of the Visual 
Basic programming language. Its function is to make the Web application more 
dynamic. VB Script will be embedded in the HTML pages to build the Web applications 
for the system. It is chosen due to its ease to learn and write program if compare to Java 
[9). Although VBScript is still new if compare to the JavaScript, however it proved more 
reliable in working with the ASP. Besides, VB Script is a fast, portable, lightweight 
interpreter for use in World Wide Web browser and other Web applications. 
3.3.-1 . ../ Microsoft Access 
Microsoft Access was designed to be a relational database management system with 
added features to its popular database tool to take advantage of the Internet. It contains 
tool sets that provide basic web database functionality. Besides, it is a tool that many 
people already own and feel comfortable with f81. Due to these reasons, it had been 
chosen as the database type of the system. 
3.3 . ./.5 .MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox (NNT) 
The MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox (NNT) is an all-purpose neural network 
environment. Everything is included and most of it has sornewa been in .orporat ·d in 
the network obic t. It is a powerful tool in .r .atin 1 u neural network. I Ii ih-lc 1.;I 1111\ ork 
rcation functions arc includ ·d in the ioolbo I IOI. Th ·r .Ior ·. th· :ml'lwur • \\US be ·11 
s .lc .tcd 10 J ·v ·lop the 11 .urul 11 ·t, orks ·111l xldc I in th·: -st im. 
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3.4 Summary 
The waterfall model with prototyping was been chosen as the system development 
strategy due to its suitability mentioned above. Project time line was planned and system 
modules were been determined during the project planning. System procedure with 
functional and non-functional requirements was also included in this chapter. System 
design will come next as in the following chapter after the planning of system 
methodology. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
This chapter will show a clearer picture on the system design, which includes the overall 
system flow diagram, database design and screen design. It also uncovers a detail 
description of Training Module and Prediction Module structures. 
4.1 System Overview 
The system consists of five modules, which are: 
I. Display module 
.. Filtering module 11. 
111. Training module 
LY. Prediction module 
4.1.1 System implementation steps 
The f ntelligent Agent System was designed to help user to obtain the required house 
information from the World Wide Web and propose a predicted price for the specified 
house to assists user in decision-making. The implementation steps includes the 
following chain or events: 
Solicit a subject from user quc 
Sent the user inputs an I th houses informntiuu stor 'din databns . to th· 11 •tw< rk, 
Fill .r out irrcl .vant W ·b pag ·s n11d sclc .t r ·kv:111L mlurm uion, 
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Rearrange the selected results, 
Predict the price for the query subject, 
Display the results to user. 
Once the user fill in and submit the search form, the house criteria will be uploaded to 
the Search Agent. This in tum will send the user inputs and the house information stored 
in database to the neural network, which is the Filtering Agent. The Filtering Agent, 
with embed neural network, given a set of weight, will attempted to map the query terms 
(user input), which is represent as the input vectors to the output vector, which could 
indicate the "relevance" of the input vector to a particular house required. 
The relevant Web pages will be select by the Filtering Agent as the output. On the other 
hand, the Prediction Agent, another neural network, which will predict the value of 
house required by user. In this case, the house price is the target output, and criteria such 
as location, house type, built-up area and number of bedroom arc the variables used to 
predict the selling price. Before doing the prediction, the agent should be train and test 
by sets of training data and testing data respectively. After this network is trained, it 
could predict a selling price for a specific house. This predicted price is used to assist 
user in decision-making. Finall the rele ant information that was lilt ercd out. 
prcviouslv and the predict d pri .c will he dis: I iycd to user. 
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This system is operates as the following sequence of flow as shown in Figure 4. I and 
Figure 4.2. 
-------! 
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Prediction 
Module 
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User 
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Predicted 
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User Cluery 
Training 
Module 
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Module 
House Train & Test 
Data Data Set 
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Figure 4.1 System flow chart 
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Figure 4.2 System data flow diagram 
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4.2 Training Module 
Training module is an administrator section that aims to train and test the prediction 
neural network with sets of sample data. The procedure of training is listed as below: 
t. Once receiving command from administrator, training data set in table named 
Property from database Property will be retrieved. 
u. These data will go through the preprocessing process, which will transform the 
training data to the format acceptable by the network and its algorithm. The 
converted data sets will send to go through the training process. 
11i. The training process consists of presenting the training data set to the neural 
network. Weights and biases are adjusted after each i.nput vector is presented, 
therefore several iterations of the complete training set will be required until a 
stable set of weights that works for all the training data is derived as its output. 
iv. When the goal was met, the training will stop and the set of weights and biase 
will be stored into the tables named iweightage and ibias respectively. These data 
will be used in testing process and prediction module. The value of mean squared 
error will be shown to the administrator by the display module as the traininu 
result after gone through the process of post processing. Un
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The testing process examines the performance of the network using the derived stable 
set of weights and biases from the training process, by measuring the ability of the 
network to classify the test data correctly. The procedure of testing is listed as below: 
1. Administrator can test the agent after the training process. The data from table 
named testset will be used as the testing data that are new to the agent. 
11. The data will be preprocessed to the format acceptable by the neural network 
before start testing. The testing then begins by presenting the testing data to the 
neural network. 
111. The process output will be the mean squared error and a table of test data set 
together with difference between the desired price and predicted price. This 
output will be shown by the display module after being post processed. 
The procedure is shown in the data flow diagram in Figure 4.3. 
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4.3 Prediction Module 
Prediction module aims to predict the value of house required by user lo assist user in 
decision-making. It requires input data of location in term of state, property type, built- 
up area, number of bedroom, price and a set of weights and biases to predict the selling 
price of a particular property. Property price is the expected output of the module. The 
procedure of the module is listed below: 
1. The user input data from display module will go through the preprocessing 
process, which will transform the input data to the format required by the 
network and its algorithm. 
11. A set of stable weights and biases from training module will send together with 
the converted data of preprocessing to the network to predict the price. 
111. The output of the network will be post process to get the user understandable 
result, which is the predicted price. 
tv. Finally, the predicted price will send to the display module. 
The procedure is shown in Figure 4.4. U
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4. 4 Database Design 
Relational database model is chosen since it enables data stored in a way that minimizes 
duplicated data and eliminates certain types of processing errors that can occur when 
data are stored in other ways. Under this model, data are stored as tables with rows and 
columns. Column can be used to contain data that relate one row to another and create 
desirable relationship between the tables. With all these features, relational model 
provides an effective way to structure and process a database. However, not all relations 
are equally desirable. For some relations, changing the data can have undesirable 
consequences, called anomalies. Therefore, normalization that can eliminate the 
anomalies is considered and emphasized during database design. 
4.4. I Data Dictionary 
Table 4.1 Database general profiles 
File Name Propertv. mdb 
Type Microsoft Access 
Usage Keep the data for agent training and testing purpose. 
Number of table 6 
There are six tables used in training module, which are table iweightag«, ibias, testset 
property, performance and userin. The structures of these table. in the system database 
arc listed in the following section 
·17 
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Table 4.2 Database structure for table iweightage 
12 
lion Size Field Name 
IW 
Table 4.3 Database structure for table ibias 
Field Name _Data IJ!EE-.~ Si:e ___ D~J.q!JP..fjg_n ---·- - - - 
LW Long integer 10 Laver weight 
bl Long integer 10 lnnut bias 
b2 Long integer 10 Laver bias 
Table 4.4 Database structure for table tests •t 
Field Name Data Type Si:e Description 
iState Long integer 2 Property state location 
code 
iType Long integer 2 Property type code 
ibedrm Long intege,r 2 Number of bedroom ----- ...._ _____ 
iarea Long integer 2 Property built-up area 
code 
pprice Lonu integer 10 Predicted price 
Target Long integer 10 Desired output 
Error Single JO Di ff errcncc between 
pprice and taruct 
Table 4.5 Database structure for table property 
Field Name Data T e 
Price Inte ier l 0 
StateCode I nte er 2 
T Code lnte ier 2 i-:..LJ::..::...::..=-=.:=-- -+-'--'"'----- ----I-- 
Bedroom__ lntcg~-- 
A rea ode I nte icr ---- ~... --- ·-· •. 1 ropcrtj built-up ar ·u ,nd · 
/ i, ,',I', ';11 
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Table 4.6 Database structure for table performance 
Field Name Data Tvoe Size De~[!J ion 
accuracy Integer 10 1 - mean squared error 
id Integer 1 Code to differentiate train 
and test oerformancc 
Table 4.7 Database structure for table userin 
Field Name Data Type Si:e Des er iot ion 
iState Integer 2 Property state location code 
i'Tvpe lntezer 2 Property type code 
ibedrrn Integer 2 Bedroom number code 
iarea Integer 2 Pronertv built-up area code 
ppnce Integer 10 Predicted price return by 
predictor 
4.5 Screen design 
Since the system is a Web based applications, its screen design is presented in the form 
of Web pages. To generate a better and user friendlier interface, the system's screen 
design are formatted in a standard layout so that various types of information, 
instructions, and messages always appear in the same general display area. 
In general, the screen design is divide into tow parts which are navigation bar and 
working area. Navigation bar is simply an index that guide visitors to find their ways to 
their interested pages directly, quickly and easily. Whereas, workin 1 area is an area that 
interacts with users input and place to displa the results. Th stnndurd In. nut 
effectively teaches users on h w to us· the syst 'Ill uud 1 ·ttin, rs ·rs Iainiliur ' ith th • 
s stem. 
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Besides, working area, which display information and messages always remain in a 
space that is wide and long enough for user to read the information. The screen design 
also provides command button, combo box, and default value for the text box to help 
and simplify the user input process. A sample of screen design was shown in Figure 4.5, 
which has its navigation bar in the left and working area in the right. 
!lo LOI l(.... F_... l""" 1:1,., D 
,:_, - J _J ~ c.;l ..;.J ..J ..J· .J A ...:.) 
Bd. Siq.i ~dlt•h ~1.. ~ .. (h '""'"1- .. ...,., tri1• !'mt ~ D~• 
Surch Property 
•. I ol•o•e oelect ::Ji 
·..)-r..-· 
1).-c.1•"' 
,JDio-.. ... 
J - 
·::51k!o'~·." -« .. :,, ~ ·• · · jp1Po••~••l•C1 ::J 
. '1,' I • • · i,·,,. , .. • r- --------'-- P1kt r•h!I• (Rtl)' · . 1 , ,.. ,,. .... I no p1oto1onco 3 
~ · """''"; ..rtionl.wmw • ·, ' ' -~--- 
.:.J 
Figure 4.5 Search screen design 
4.6 Summary 
This chapter explains the conceptual and technical desi 111 of the system. 1t covers the 
system architecture desi in where trainin 1 module and prcdi ·tion rnodul · was h "'11 
emphasized, database lcsign and s .r 'en dcsi m, Thcs • de ·i 111s w ·r · I .ud to th· 
implcrucntation ofthe s st ·m that will he pn .. s ·111 .d in th· 11 ·xt ·h1q 1 ·r. 
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CHAPTERV 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 
System implementation is the construction of the system and the delivery of that system 
into "production". System implementation includes building and testing system, which 
is also called the construction phase. Construction phase of the system involves the 
conversion of the system requirements and designs into program codes. This chapter 
gives description of the environment in which the system was been developed and 
implemented. 
5.1 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. Using the 
suitable hardware and software will not only help to speed up the system development but 
also determine the success of the project. The hardware and software tools that used to 
develop the entire system is as discuss below. 
5.1. l Hardware requirements 
The hardware used to develop the system are listed below: 
• 200M Hz Processor 
• 9(iMB R/\M 
• -~.I (;n I lard Disk 
. I 
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• Other standard desktop PC components 
5.1.2 Platform Development 
Before the system development could be carried out, the platform has to be first 
established. As the design of the system is a tier-to-tier architecture, the component used 
must be able to support each other. The setting up of the entire platform was difficult and 
time-consuming, which involves many components in the system. 
5.1.3 System Users Environment 
The first step in setting up the platform was installing the server operatin 1 system into 
the necessary computer. This process included formatting the disk to be NT file ystem 
format (NTFS). The NTSF format was chosen rather than normal FAT system because 
NTFS can provide a secured NT transaction across the platform. After that, the NT 
Server with Option Pack 4.0 was installed into the disk. During the installation a domain 
name was given to the server domain. 
5.1.4 Web Accessible System 
A web server is needed for entire project. Internet Information Server (llS) was selected 
as the web server for the entire sy. tern. I IS 4.0 was in tailed throu rh the installation of 
the Option Pack 4.0. Throu ih th· llS muna 1 .r. u irtuul dir .ctor v us ·r .utcd for the 
web access to th· Ncul-lct Au .nt svst .m 
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5.1.5 Software Tools for NeuNet Agent Development 
Table 5.1 below depicts the software used to develop the system. 
Table 5. I Summary of software used 
Software Purpose Description 
Microsoft Windows NT System requirement Operating system (OS) 
Server4.0 
Internet Information Server System requirement Web server host 
4.0 
- 
Microsoft Visual !nterDev 6.0 System development Coding the web pages 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 System development Coding the ActiveX 
components 
Hyper Text Markup Language System development Coding the web page 
(HTML) 
Active Server Pages System development Coding the web pages 
MATLAB 5.3 System development Coding the Prediction Agent 
Internet Explorer 5.0 System development Viewing the web pages 
- -- - - - Microsoft Access 2000 Database Build the database and to store 
an I manipulut i thc d11t11 
' l .. - - . ---·- . -· - - - .. ~ - ... . 
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5.1.6 System with Database 
The Microsoft Access Database was set up for keeping data of the system. Database 
storage was created for keeping all the NeuNet Agent data. ln the created storage, the six 
tables as mentioned in section 4.4. l were created for keeping the data used in training 
and prediction modules ofNeuNet Agent. 
In order to map the database to the web server, a system Data Source Name (DSN) was 
created for the system database storage. In this case, a DSN was registered through the 
ODBC, in the web server machine. The ODBC could map to the storage by just calling 
the DSN. 
5.2 Development of Webs 
5.2.1 Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 
At the initial stage of development phase, developer is required to create a web project for 
the system using Microsoft Visual InterDcv 6.0. NeuNet Agent appropriately use some of 
the Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 features and technologies in creating, editing, deploying 
and managing its web site. Microsoft Visual InterDcv 6.0 combines a rich set of database 
connectivity tools, wizards and design-time controls to increase the functionality and 
decrease the developemt time to build Active Server Applications. Some of the features of 
Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 are listed below: 
1. RAD Environment 
The new IDE provide: a co1111 lerc s 'l or rapid np1 lication lcv ·I ipm ·11t (1~/\l ) to Is 
to let professional d .vclopcr dcsi m, l uild, I •I uu and d ·111 1 dutu-dnv ·11 w ·b 
. I 
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application faster than before. These include source code preserving WYSIWYG 
page editor with full support for dynamic HTML, complete and end-to-end 
debugging tools for client and server side codes as well as site design and 
management tools. 
11. Integrated Database Tools 
Microsoft Visual LnterDev 6.0 provides a complete set of tools for integrating 
databases with dynamic web application. Database features include drug and drop 
binding of database to HTML forms and reports, database design tools for creating 
and modifying database. 
iu. Improved Web Application Programming Model 
Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0 simplifies the inherent complexities of building web 
application by providing an intuitive programming model, which includes: object- 
based and event driven programming, simple consistent programming model for both 
broad-reach and dynamic HTML-based application. 
5.2.2 Web-page Development 
Most of web pages in NeuNet Agent are dynamically generated where page information 
is gathered from database. However, there are still some static pages for information 
display purposes. All web pages are coded into /\ P document before beinu presented to 
the browser. /\SP uses V8Script to onvcrt coded pro ·c ·sin i loui i into n Hi c 11'1 Ml.. Th· 
pure 1 ITML output is accessible by any 1 lTML- .ompniib: • hrov ser. 
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VBScript, which is the foundation of ASP, is used for server-side execution in the system. 
Active Server Scripts are distinguished from HTML tags and normal content by using <% 
and%> delimiters. For client-side scripting, they must be delimited by <SCRIPT> and 
</SCRIPT>. For example in NeuNet Agent, VBScript was used to pre-check submitted 
form before transmitting them to the server. This could reduces the connection overhead, 
as well as making field validation immediate instead of having to wait for the server to 
parse the form, validate the data and generate a response documents. 
System development involves endless cycle of coding, testing and modifying the source 
code. Testing was done by previewing in browser using Microsoft Visual lnterDev 6.0 or 
opening the particular ASP page using Microsoft lntcrnet Explorer. 
5.3 Development of Prediction Agent 
5.3.1 MATLAB 5.3 
Prediction Agent was been built by using MATI AB and companion toolboxes, which 
provide an environment for technical computing applications. The following arc some 
specific features that caused MATLAB to be chosen. 
1. M-files 
Unlike most traditional languages, MATLAB gives the freedom to focus on high- 
level technical concepts and ignore such pro iramminu details a · memory 
management and variable de .larnuons. M-lik~ require no ornpilin or linkin 1, il 
can be edits and dcbu • and t ·st for ·lu111 ics imm ·dint 'I. , ' ithou\ I ·nvi11 • 
M/\Tl.Al3 l11 l. 
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M-files let user capture command-line explorations as permanent, reusable 
MATLAB functions. Standard flow-control constructs, such as if-else-else if and 
while loops, help in writing easy-to-read, well-designed code. M-file programs can 
incorporate any MATLAB feature, including user-definable structures or classes 
and a range of data types, from scalars and matrices to multidimensional arrays. 
11. MATLAB Toolboxes 
Toolboxes are collections of algorithms that provide application-specific 
numerical, analysis, and graphical capabilities. With these algorithms, a number of 
techniques can be compare and apply without writing code. 
MATLAB toolboxes provide application-specific functions, GUis, and custom plot 
types for tasks requiring signal and image processing, data analysis and modeling, 
mathematics, finance and control system design. Neural Network Toolbox provides 
tools for the design, implementation, visualization, and simulation of neural 
networks [ 11]. In this system, the neurocontrol applications within the Neural 
Network Toolbox were been used to develop the Prediction Agent. Meanwhile, the 
Database Toolbox was been used to communicate with the ODBC/JOBC compliant 
database, which in this case the Microsoft Access . 
. 7 
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5.3.2 Neural Network Development 
Prediction Agent is a back propagaticm neural network with supervised network 
architecture that is supported by the Neural Network Toolbox. Besides, this toolbox 
provides a comprehensive set of training and learning functions and a modular network 
representation that allow an unlimited number of input set layers and network 
interconnections. 
i. Neural Network Architecture 
To develop a neural network, the function newff was been used to create a 
trainable feed-forward network. In order to develop an intelligent prediction 
agent, the total number of 18 neurons was been selected for the input layer 
among the choices of 10, 15 and 20 neurons due to its consistency and the faster 
speed in reaching the performance goal during the network training. The samples 
of training process that had been tried out during the selection are presented in 
Appendix A. One neuron was set for hidden layer to produce one output vector 
that is the predicted price. The function sim was then been used to simulate the 
network. It takes the network input and network object as its parameters and 
returns the network output [ 12]. 
ii. Neural Network Training 
The network was trained in incremental mode usin 1 function adapt that takes the 
network object and the tar icts from th· truinin • set, and r .turns th· truirn .d 
net work object, < u tpuls an l errors of th net work I' r th • Ii nnl ' ·i ht: a 11 I 
biases. Th· fastest training al •n ithm Cot 1no I .rnt · :i1. \ I.· ·111> ·1~1-Mu1qun1dt 
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algorithm provided by function trainlm was been chosen for the network. This is 
due to its fast training speed and memory reduction feature for use when the 
training set is large [ 12]. 
5.4 Development of Actives: Component 
To create a web-based Prediction Agent, an ActiveX component was needed to invoke the 
Prediction Agent that was written in the script of MATLAB M-file. Visual Basic 6 was 
been used to create the ActiveX component named Prof Agt.dll. This component was 
compiled as DLLs to run as in-process, non-visual application servers that will perform 
specific tasks. These tasks include invoke the MATLAB application in the server, run the 
prediction program, train and test the agent. 
In order for other COM-based programs to user the DLL, the component DLL was been 
registered with the machine that will call the DLL. This process was done in two steps, 
which are registered with Regsrv32 utility followed by adding the registered component 
into the transaction package of the Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) named 
ProjRunML. 
Once the component has been created and registered, the Active Server scripts had been 
modified to use the component's methods. This will integrate the ActiveX component into 
the ASP. To ca.II the component from the ASP, the,' rv r . .reat Oh), ·1 method was used 
to create the object I 131. Then the object · methods that s .rv • the tasks m intionc J n, 
above will invoke bv the od · l1rn1.'I u.methodname, . . . 
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5.5 System Testing 
Testing is the process of exercising or evaluating a system by manual or automatic 
means to verify that it satisfied requirements or to identify differences expected and 
actual results. Testing is probably the least understood part of a software development 
project. A bug is any unexpected, questionable, or undesired aspect or behavior 
displayed, facilitated, or caused by the software being tested. Testing can uncover 
different classes of errors in a minimum amount of time and with a minimum amount of 
effort. The strategies used for testing are unit testing, integration testing and system 
testing. Nevertheless, the Prediction Agent was been tested for its intelligence. 
5.5. l Unit Testing 
Unit testing was done m a controlled environment whenever possible, as to feed a 
predetermined set of data to component being tested and observed what output actions and 
data produced. ln addition, the internal data structures, logic and boundary conditions for 
input and output data was been checked. The following sections explain those testing 
strategies that were carried out throughout the development of the system. 
1. Review/examining the code 
One of the basic and important testing strategy is code reviewing. During reviewing 
the code, the correctness of codinu was to be review and id ntificd by always 
comparing it to the ori iina I de ·ign of the pro iram no, . WI en the lo i 011 I Ilov of 
the program wcr · id nti lied. the code was ·rn11111'nt .d s l that it .un be tru · • I in the 
future. 
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The code was also examined and debugged in order to identify any fault coding. 
Coding with ASP was difficult, as there were no proper ASP debugger and tester 
used in the project. The examination and debugging of ASP code was worked out by 
adding a "watch" line in the code. 
11. Testing with test cases 
There is no enough if only reviewing the coded. There should be a more practical 
strategy in order to identify the variance between the prototype and the requirement. 
Therefore, the page has to be tested with some test cases. The test cases used in the 
project were a set of structural input for web page and sets of property data for the 
network. This will allow the reaction of the page to the input data to be tested. This 
could identify the page's faults, which probably happen in normal condition. 
5.5.2 Integration Testing 
When the individual components are working correctly and meet the objectives, these 
components are combined into a working system. In other words, integration testing is 
the process of verifying that the system components work together as described in the 
system and program design specifications. 
During the integration, all the module prototypes were combined and tested in a testing 
environment. The testing environment wa · consistent for all modules in terms of int ~rfo · 
and function call in r procedures. To do this, the pro 'rum llm an It ·sting 11' .ds !'or 'H ch of' 
the modules wcr reviewed and id 'nlili ·d. Alt ·r idcntif irw th' 1'Slin;r'1uir ·1n •11t.; IOI' 
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the integration, the program flow of the entire system were reviewed and tested. When all 
the modules were integrated, the entire system was tested with some test cases. 
5.5.3 System Testing 
The last testing procedure done is system testing. lt is a series of test being carried out to 
fully exercise parallel in the system, which aims to ensure that the system does what the 
users want it to do. 
The system testing was done by first browsing the web application, tried all of the 
available tools and services. Then all modules were tested for its performance efficiency 
in performance testing. Meanwhile, data integrity testing was carried out to verify that 
the data is stored in a manner where it is not compromised under updating, restoration or 
retrieval processing. 
5.5.4 Testing For Intelligence of Prediction Agent 
The agent was been tested for its intelligence by using the test data set. The data set that 
was used is new data for the agent. These data was presented to the agent without 
showing its target data. Target data that is the actual property price, is used to compare 
with the agent predicted output to calculate the mean squared error. The calculated value 
was used to verify the achievement of the a rent. If the value i · less than the performunc • 
goal of I x 10 1, then the a rent is said to h · intclli .n · · .nou iii in han llin its tusk. 
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5.6 Summary 
The implementation of the system was been covered in terms of development 
environment, and developments of web pages, prediction agent and ActiveX component. 
Its also discussed how the system was been tested. System testing will then followed by 
the stage of system evaluation that comes on the next chapter. 
6. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SYSTEM EVALUATION 
Upon the completion of the project, the system strengths and limitations were evaluated by 
comparing with the requirement specification. This chapter will explains in detail about 
the evaluation of the system in terms of strength and limitations. 
6.1 System Strengths 
The following are the strengths of the system, which had achieve some of the proposed 
objectives. 
6. I. I Simple and User-friendly Interface 
User interface in NeuNet Agent is easy to understand and user-friendly. Screen design is 
formatted in a standard layout where various type of information, tools, and messages 
always appear in the same general display area. The standard layout effectively teaches 
users on how to use the system and getting users familiar with the y tern. The screen 
design also provides command button, combo box with default value to help and 
simplify the user input process. 
ttl 
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6.1.2 Validation on Input Data 
The system was developed to be robust enough to handle any invalid input into the 
system. Client side scripting will check for input validation before the form is submitted 
and generate appropriate feedback to user whenever an invalid input is encountered. 
6.1.3 Intelligent Prediction Tool 
Prediction Agent is a price prediction tool with embed neural network, which is 
intelligent enough to make prediction of house price based on state location, property 
type, number of bedroom and range of built-up area of the property. This module was 
I 
designed with emphasis on its supportive role as a tool for assisting user in price 
comparison and decision-making. 
6. 1.4 Reliable Prediction Tool 
Prediction Agent is a reliable tool as it can be trained for better performance. Mean 
squared error will be calculated and shown to user as the testing result. This result 
represents the accuracy of prediction and as a guideline for u er to determine the 
reliability of agent. 
6. l.5 Easy Accessibility 
This system is a web-based application, whi h .an be a .ccsscd cu. ii usin~ th' Int. .rn 'l 
Explorer web browser. The s .rvi c: I ro id .d ur · nvuil11\ I· l > II us•r.· ' ithout 
requesting I{ r mcmb ir lo 1i11. 
e: 
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6.2 System Limitations 
Due to project boundaries, there are some limitations in NeuNet Agent. The limitations 
are stated as below: 
6.2.1 Browser Limitation 
NeuNet Agent can only run in lnternet Explorer 4.0 and above. NeuNet Agent requires a 
browser that can interpret VBScript, the default supporting language for ASP. Browsers 
that do not support these features will not be able to perform the available functions in 
the system. 
6.2.2 Prediction Limitation 
Due to the time constraints, the Prediction Agent docs not reflect a real predictor. 
Prediction was made based on four criteria, which are location in term of state, house 
type, number of bedrooms and built-up area of the property. In real case, prediction 
made should also consider other factors such as age of the property location in term of 
city or town, number of bathrooms, public facilities available nearby and so on. 
6.2.3 Security Limitation 
Since only administrator is allow to train the Prediction A 1ent, the pcrmi .sion to a ccss 
the trainin • page was been control at the Iii I· ·I. Th· s st m will prompt for th· 
authorization when the train option w;1.· invuk ·I. I low iv • , lh · ux · m1111 • un I 1 nssword 
arc bcinu I asscd i11 non-en ·1yp1 d [orm 1'10111 th. ·I hi\ W,' .r tu the ·I> : ·1" ·r 11 I 
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This will enable a potential hacker to intercept packet and retrieve the NT username and 
password. 
6.2.4 On-line Help File 
On-line help file is very important in any applications. Due to time constraints, NeuNct 
Agent does not include the on-line help file but a complete user manual is included as in 
Appendix II for user reference. 
6.3 Summary 
The strength of the system was presented together with the system limitations in this 
chapter as the output of system evaluation. This is lead to the conclusion that will be 
presented in Chapter VI I. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The problems encountered during the development of the system will be covered in this 
chapter. Besides that, recommendations for future enhancements of the system were also 
included. This chapter ends with conclusion of the project. 
7.1 Problems Encountered and Solutions Taken 
A lot of system analysis need to be done on technologies and programming concept and 
Al approaches before starting to develop NeuNct Agent. The basic knowledge needed as 
a foundation in building an application of this nature involves studies in fields such a. 
the Internet, intelligent agent, e-commerce and neural network application. The 
following are some of the major problems encountered during the process of s stem 
development. 
7.1.1 Difficulties in Choosing Development Technology, Programming Language and 
Tools 
There are many software tools available to de elop a w b-bnscd dntnbusc s. :t 'Ill 
currently. hoosin i a suitable tcchnolo 1 and iool , ns a riii ·al pro· ·s: as ull tl ols 1111,· • 
their siren nhs and weaknesses. In addition, tile availabilit of th· r ·qui1\· I tnnl !'or 
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development was a major consideration. A tough decision was needed to choose from 
Active Server Pages technology, CGI or Java. 
In order to solve this problem, seeking advised and views from project supervisor and 
course mates were carried out. Surfing the Internet and referring to reading materials 
had helped in clarify some doubts. 
7. 1 .2 Difficulty in Setting Up the Server and Platform 
It is time consuming due to new exposure and lack of experience in setting up the server 
and platform. The major problem occurs while configuring the server during setup. An 
incorrect configuration will cause improper setup of the server and lead to problems that 
occur during installation of development tools. Hence, more time and effort had been 
spent to setup the server and working platform. 
Getting advises and guidance from experienced senior and discussion with course mates 
had helped to overcome this problem. Besides, reviewing the relevant documents also 
help in solving the difficulty. 
7.1.3 Inexperience in the Chosen Programming Language 
The new exposure of pro rramrnin • Ian iua ic . u .h as /\SI and M/\TL/\l 
the learn in' curve before starting the de clopm .nt ol' N ·uN ·t 1 ·11t. 
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The problem was solved through surfing the Internet for related materials and referring 
to the reference books available in the market. Discussion with friends using the same 
technology was a great help. A more efficient solution was through trial and error during 
the coding phase. 
7. l.4 Difficulty in Building Neural Network Agent 
Neural network approach was used to build the prediction agent. There are many steps 
involved in the developing neural network application, which include data collection for 
training and testing the network, defining network architecture and learning method, 
initialization of the network weights and parameters, transformation of data to network 
inputs and, training and testing the network. These steps were time-consuming because 
each step involved the process of testing, modification and feedback revising. Lack of 
knowledge in neural network and inexperienced in using MATLAB had lengthens the 
time spent in developing the agent. 
Reference books and on-line resources had helped in the understanding of neural 
network architectures. Help link and the user manual provided by MATLAB had 
become the main source in developing the network. Trial and error approach was been 
carried-out to determine the most suitable network parameters and wei rhts for the a rent. 
Internet surfing also had helped in data set colic .tion. 
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7.2 Future Enhancements 
Future enhancement can be done to make the system more intelligent and ease to use. A 
system development knows no boundaries as new requirements and better 
implementation methods continue to arise and evolve. The following are several 
enhancements that could extend the usability of the developed system. 
7.2.1 Browser lndependent 
In future, NeuNet Agent should not only limited to Microsoft Internet Explorer but also 
able to support various types of browser. 
7.2.2 More Effective Training Data Set 
Training the agent involved presenting the training data set to the Agent o that the 
weights can be adjusted to produce the desired output for each of the inputs. ln the ideal 
case, the agent can learn the features of the input data, Thus, with the presentation of 
novel inputs that are not identical to those in the training set, the Agent would become 
more intelligent in making prediction. 
7,2.3 Enhance Administration Task 
Administration ta k can be lurth r cnhun ·d to in elude more lcntur . to ·u.·t.: r1 ~ ·111 
maintenance proces .. These include anat ti al t )I for i .win 1 ·111 p .rformun ' uuln 
set up iradc fun ·tio11 <111d dutu S 'l la .k up, 
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7.2.4 Security Enhancement 
The username and password that is required for accessing the agent training is currently 
transmitted to the server in non-encrypted form. To prevent the interception of hacker, 
the username and password should be transmitted over a Secure Socket Layer or other 
encrypted channel [ 13). 
7.2.5 On-line Help File and Documentation Help System 
On-line help file can be incorporate into NeuNet Agent. Demonstration basis help 
system may also be incorporated to reduce the system learning curve to enhance 
usability among its users. 
7.2.6 Attractive User Interface 
NeuNet Agent will become better publicized if its homepage is enhanced to be more 
attractive and interactive by adding more meaning and user-friendly images, property 
location maps, animation images and sounds. Showing the performance in the form of 
graph will ease the user in analyzing Agent response in training and testing process. 
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7.3 Conclusion 
The project has met its objective of developing an agent that is intelligent enough to 
assist user in the activities of electronic commerce, as were defined during the analysis 
stage and fulfills all the functional and non-functional requirements of the system. 
NeuNet Agent is a fully operational web-based intelligent e-commerce tool, which was 
found to be user-friendly, easily understood, reliable and intelligent. 
However, NeuNet Agent still has its limitations, where it is only limited to the scope of 
Malaysia residential property and unable to provide a prediction tool that reflect a real 
predictor. These major limitations are hard to tailor at the moment due to some 
constraints. In future, the scope of implementation of NeuNet Agent may be extended to 
included wider region and the increase the accuracy of the Prediction Agent by consider 
more factors that give effects for the property price, and thus will be able to provide a 
comprehensive web-based intelligent tool for e-commerce industry. 
Despite those limitations, the project has reasonably achieved all its objectives. Most 
importantly, the project has brought a step closer to the understanding of neural network 
application in e-commerce. Throughout the development process valuable knowledge 
was gained from the complexities and intricacies of the pro zrams. Amon' them or" 
oncepts of intclli rent agent, c-comrner .c, ' ·b tc hn I i as ' II as the onf 1uri111 a 
web server and workinu with the N ~1, ork op ·r tinn : st »n. I n irammin 1 in 
M/\TL/\B, /\SP, I ITML, V S .rip; prm · to I · ulunbl · '.I iri ·11 •. Th 'OI i ·: 111 
7. 
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knowledge gained throughout the course of computer science studies like System 
Analysis and Design, Software Engineering and Artificial Neural Network were literally 
put into practice. 
7.4 Summary 
Problems encountered during the system development were presented together with the 
solution taken. Suggestions for future enhancement were made. Fina11y this chapter ends 
with the conclusion of the overall project development. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLES OF TRAINING PROCESS 
The following are the samples of training process done with different number of neurons 
used for input layer. This samples was used to determine the number of neurons in the 
hidden layer, where in this case, 18 neurons was been selected as the mean of 15 and 20 
neurons. 
a. Sample of 10 neurons 
Sample 1: 
» neuronlO 
TRAINLM, Epoch 0/300, MSE 3.67103/le-006, Gradient 756.9\5/le-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 50/300, MSE 2.2439e-0()6/l e-006, Gradient 3.98962e-005/I e-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 100/300, MSE 2.2\628e-006/le-006, Gradient 4.88346e-005/le-010 
TRAlNLM, Epoch 150/300, MSE 2.20126e..006/le-006, Gradient 7.72558e-005/le-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 200/300, MSE 2. l4252e-Q06/le-006, Gradient 9.78994e-005/1e-0I0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 250/300, MSE 1.7154 le-006/le-006, Gradient 0.000300762/le-O 10 
TRAINLM, Epoch 300/300, MSE l. l6059e-006/le-006, Gradient 0.00726736/le-010 
TRAINLM, Maximum epoch reached, perfc>rmance goal was not met. 
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b. Samples of 15 neurons _ 
Sample/: 
» neuronl5 
TRAINLM, Epoch 0/300, MSE 6.42916/le-006, Gradient 1002.89/1 e-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 50/300, MSE 1.7336 le-006/le-006, Gradient 0.000199287/l e-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 100/300, MSE l.72585e-006/1 e-006, Gradient 0.00251823/ I e-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 150/300, MSE 1.59357e-006/1e-006, Gradient 6.2647e-005/le-OIO 
TRAINLM, Epoch 200/300, MSE l.59 l42e-006/le-006, Gradient 0.00123709/1 e-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 250/300, MSE 1.58796e-006/'le-006, Gradient 0.00137734/le-OIO 
TRAINLM, Epoch 300/300, MSE l.57255e-006/le-006, Gradient 0.000147282/le-OIO 
TRAINLM, Maximum epoch reached, performance goal was not met. 
Sample 2: 
»neuron] 5 
TRAINLM, Epoch 0/300, MSE 3.839/le-006, Gradient 749.221/le-OlO 
TRAlNLM, Epoch 50/300, MSE 1.30032e-006/le-006, Gradient 7.67526e-005/1e-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 100/300, MSE 1.29666e-006/1 e-006, Gradient 0.000385836/\ e-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 150/300, MSE l.29143e-006/1 e-006, Gradient 0.000117947/le-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 200/300, MSE 1.28652e-006/1 e-006, Gradient 3.6955e-005/1e-0I0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 250/300, MSE 1.28 I 7e-006/le-006 Gradient 5.46088e-006/l e-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch 300/300, MS , l.277 l6e-006/1 c-006, Gradient 9. l 9057e-005/I c-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Maximum epoch reached, performance goal was not met. 
c. Samples of 18 neurons 
Sample 1: 
»neuron 18 
TRAINLM,Epoch0/300,MSE1.62T'2/1e-006, irndient-19. 0 /1'-01 
TRAINLM, Fpoch 50/300, M. I. 1.83 k-006/1 c-00 , radicnl I ._8 .?c-0 5/ I ·-0 I 0 
TRAINLM,l·'.po·h 100/ OO,MSL: l.8_51-·-006/1 ·-00(), ir·1di•11t-.14 ~l·-0( >11 ·-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch I 01 00, MSL 1.7 llc-006/1 ·-006. (lrn li ·nt 7.rJ·I. )8 ·-00 /1 ·-010 
TRAIN LM, · poch 19 I 00, MS[·. 9. ) 7 v007 I I '-00 1 ; adicnt 0.00 ii_ 787/ I -0 I 0 
TRAIN LM, I crforman ·c ioal 111 ·t. 
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Sample 2: 
» neuron20 
TRAINLM, Epoch 0/300, MSE 0.362/le-006, Gradient 139.626/le-010 
TRAlNLM, Epoch 50/300, MSE 1.35276e-006/1e-006, Gradient 0.000477229/le-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 100/300, MSE l.31074e-006/le-006, Gradient0.00104527/le-OIO 
TRAINLM, Epoch 150/300, MSE l.23257e-006/I e-006, Gradient 0.000135707/l e-0 I 0 
TRAINLM, Epoch t 84/300, MSE 9.87983e-007/I e-006, Gradient 0.0123023/ I e-010 
TRAINLM, Performance goal met. 
Sample 3: 
» neuron20 
TRATNLM, Epoch 0/300, MSE 8.16521/le-006, Gradient 1256.37/le-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 50/300, MSE 2.92588e-006/1 e-006, Gn1dient 0.00177162/1e-0I0 
TRAlNLM, Epoch 100/300, MSE 2.71725e-006/le-006, Gradient0.000783241/le-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 150/300, MSE 2.68768e-006/le-006, Gradient 0.000314544/lc-OIO 
TRATNLM, Epoch 200/300, MSE 2.66577e-006/le-006, Gradient 0.00102854/le-010 
TRAlNLM, Epoch 250/300, MSE 2.62262e-006/1e-006, Gradient 0.000911571/lc-010 
TRAINLM, Epoch 300/300, MSE 2.58127e-006/1 e-006, Gradient 0.0025163811e-0I0 
TRAINLM, Maximum epoch reached, performance goal Was not met. 
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APPENDIXB 
FIGURES OF TRAINING PROCCESS 
The following are the figure generated during the network training process. 
fl# [dl look 't[lldow li$ 
D~arlll ~A/'/ ii>foO 
Pertormance Is 6.1OB16e-007. Goal b 1 e-006 
102,----.,.----.----r---r----..,- -i 
., 
;a i 10·• 
"' 
~ \ 1- 
10 .. ~===================:,J 
10·• .___ __ ....._ __ _._ __ __,_ ._ __ ....__ __ 
0 50 100 160 
289 Ep()(hS 
200 '50 
Figure B 1 Graphical output of a sample of training result 
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Figure B2 Network outputs plotted versus targets as open circle 
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APPENDIXC 
INPUT DAT A REPRESENTATIONS FOR PREDICTION AGENT 
The following tables show the codes used as the representation of input data for the 
prediction agent. 
State Name State Code 
Perlis I 
Kedah 2 --- 
Ke Ian tan 3 
Terencaanu 4 
Sa bah 5 
Sarawak 6 
Pa hang 7 
Perak 8 
Malacca 9 
Negeri Sembilan JO 
Penang 11 
Selanzor 12 
Johore 13 
Kuala Lumpur 14 
Table Cl State Code 
Table C2 T 
Code 
Condominium - . . . 
Semi-detach ·d I louse 
T e Name 
'I crraced - Single Store . ··-·- ,,._ .. . .... 
Terraced I oublc Store 
Flat 
Town House 
-----· - _ ..... -- 
7 
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Table C3 Bedroom Code 
Bedroom Number Bedroom Code 
l I 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 and above 10 
Table C4 Size/ Area Code 
Area Range (sq.ft.) Area Code 
be1ow 799 1 
800-1199 2 
1200-1599 3 
1600-1999 4 
2000-2399 5 
2400-2799 6 
2800-3199 7 
3200-3599 8 
3600-3999 9 
4000-4399 10 
4400-4799 11 
4800-5199 12 
5200-5599 13 
5600-5999 14 
6000-6399 15 
6400 and above 16 
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APPENDIXD 
PREPROCESSING AND POST-PROCESSING 
Preprocessing of input vectors for Prediction Agent: 
• Input vector I = State Code I ·10000 
• Input vector 2 = Type Code I 10000 
• Input vector 3 = Bedroom Code I l 0000 
• lnput vector 4 = Area Code I 10000 
Post-processing of predicted output vector: 
• Predicted Price= Output vector x I 0 8 
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APPENDIXE 
ARCIDTECTURE OF PREDICTION AGENT 
Network Type: Back propagation feed forward neural network 
Training function: Levenberg Marquardt Back propagation 
Number of input vector: 4 
Number of output vector: 1 
Table El Network architecture 
Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 
Number of neuron 18 1 
Transfer function Tan-sigmoid Bipolar linear 
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APPENDIXF 
USER MANUAL 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
NeuNet Agent is an Internet based application. It is designed to collects relevant 
residential property information from the web to assist users in decision-making based 
on the domain of house available for sale in Malaysia. Besides that, it provide an 
intelligent tool for price prediction. lt is easy to use and learn. All the functions in this 
system can easily be executed by a simple point and click on the available function 
button. 
The rationale of this system is to build an intelligent agent for the following purposes. 
t. To simplify the property searching process on the web. 
11. To collect relevant information on a particular house specified by user. 
111. To enable price comparison with predicted price. 
iv. To provide other useful online tools related to house purchasing. 
This user manual will guide you through all the functions available in the system. This 
manual includes the following parts: 
• 
System Overview and Essentials 
User Section User Manual 
Administration Section User Manual 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER 2: HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 Hardware Requirements 
The listing below shows the minimum hardware requirements that are needed to access 
the NeuNet Agent system. 
1. A 496 processor or above (Pentium processor is recommended) 
11. A l6MB of RAM or greater 
ur. A l.2GB of Hard Disk or greater 
rv. Modem/ NIC to connect to the .Internet/ Web Server 
v. A SVGS Graphic Adapter 
vi. Keyboard and Mouse as input devices 
2.2 Software Requirements 
The listing below shows the software requirements that are needed to run the NeuNet 
Agent system for server and client machine respectively. 
Server Machine 
1. Windows NT 4.0 with Internet Lnformation Server 4.0 
11. Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
111. Microsoft Access 
iv. MATL/\B version r: .3 
2 
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Client Machine 
i. Windows 95 or Windows 98 or Windows NT 
11. Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
.l 
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CHAPTER 3: GETTING STARTED 
NeuNet Agent is a web application that can be accessed through typing the address of 
the site in the web browser. Before accessing NeuNet Agent web site, make sure that 
your computer meets the minimum hardware and software requirements as stated in the 
previous chapter. 
3.1 From Microsoft Internet Explorer 
To access NeuNet Agent, the Microsoft Internet Explorer web browser needs to be start. 
Then in the address test box area, type the URL http:i/an ,"07:'dcfa1:!.l!J1tn1 or IP address 
b!!.Q)/20~.185.108.34/det'ault.htm of NeuNet Agent and press the enter to connect to the 
server. A successful connection will cause the web browser to display the main page of 
the NeuNet Agent as shown in figure 3.1 below. 
l'J;Mldftitf@+:1!jlif1lillttiM@id§!N 
¢:> • • JIO:hu ' l.W<• • 111 
--·---···-- 
I.I-"''""'"'•• IUll' 
Fi iurc .1 N ·u 'I '·11t main I age 
·I 
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Within this page you can enter the various links provided as shown below: 
• Search Property 
• Price Prediction 
• Train Predictor 
• Loan Calculator 
• Directories 
• Contact Us 
• Home 
3.2 Important notes/or using NeuNet Agent 
User can access the all tools provided by the NeuNet Agent except for Train Predictor, 
which will train and test the Prediction Agent. Only valid administrator is allowed to 
access this page and train and test the Prediction Agent. However, user can view the 
training and testing results. This will be cover in the User Section. 
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CHAPTER 4: USER SECTION 
There are three tools available for the user, which is Search Property, Price Prediction, 
Loan Calculator. These tools will be future describe in the following sections. 
4.1 Search Property 
This tool enables the user to search for specific property required by user. User needs to 
select all the fields provided in the search form before submit the form. 
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Figure 4. l Search Property screen 
The following an; the functions of th· command buttons: 
• Buck - Link the user back to the pre ious pa 1 • b .Iorc this .urr ·111 pa 1 •• 
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• Search - Send the user selected items to the server and invoke the property searching 
process. 
• Reset - Clear all the values selected by the user in the form and reset 
them to the initial state. 
7 
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4.2 Price Prediction 
The purpose of this tool is to make price prediction based on the property criteria input 
by the user. User needs to select a value for the four combo boxes provided. These 
combo boxes include property type, state location, number of bedroom and area range 
(sq.ft.). 
Pucu P1ud1olo1 Mocruiofl fnlumul E•IJlu101 fllg EJ 
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Figure 4.2 Price Prediction screen 
Here are the functions of the command buttons: 
• Back- Go back to the previous page. 
• Predict - Make price prediction based on the input. The predicted output will be 
display to the u .cr. 
• Reset .lcar the scl • ·t .d uluc !' · ml o box •s nud s '\Im .k ll> i1: i11iti11I alu · 
View Perren ranee I isplu th, I crfm1m.111 · • k:tail c r th· I r ·Ii 'lllt 
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4.3 Loan Calculator 
This tool aims to provide the facility of loan calculation and return an amount of 
monthly installments as its output result to the user. The calculation works automatically 
once all the fields have been fill in . 
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Figure 4.3 Loan Calculator screen 
The functions of the command buttons are as below: 
• Back - Go back to the previous page. 
• Reset - Clear all the text fields. 
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4.4 Directories 
This page contains hyperlinks to several resources that are related with the property 
field, which include the following: 
• Insurance Companies 
• Interior Designers 
• Realtors 
• Bank' and 'financial lnstitutions 
Figure 4.4 shows the Directories page. These links can be easily access by clicking the 
hyperlink. 
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Figure 4.4 Directories screen 
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4.5 Contact Us 
This page aims to enable user to contact with the system administrator. Once finish 
filling in the form, the comment or message will be post to administrator. 
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Figure 4.5 Contact Us screen 
The following are the functions of command buttons: 
• Back - Go back to the previous page. 
• Submit - Post the form to system administrator. 
• Reset - Clear all the text fields. 
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CHAPTER 5: ADMINISTRATOR SECTION 
5.1 Train Predictor 
After clicking the "Train Predictor" button, an authorization dialog box will prompt to 
allow authorized administrator to login. Administrator needs to enter the usemame 
password and domain name and click "Ok" button to at1ow the system to process the 
verification. Clicking the "Cancel" button will bring the administrator back to previous 
page. 
A successful login will start the training of the Predictor and the training result will be 
shown as in figure 5.1 that consists of the following performance details: 
• Performance goal - the desired mean squared error. 
• Training result- the successfulness of training. 
• Mean squared error - the average squared error between the predicted price and 
the actual price. 
• Prediction accuracy - the degree of accuracy in the testing. 
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Figure 5.1 Result page of Train Predictor 
This result page also provides two command buttons with functions as below: 
• Test Predictor - Run to test the Predictor 
• Back - Go back to the previous page 
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5. 2 Test Predictor 
This button will invoke the system to tests the Predictor with the data set in the database. 
As the result of testing, the performance table that consists of desired output and actual 
output will be shown. Other performance details that will be shown include the 
following: 
• Performance goal - the desired mean squared error. 
• Mean squared error - the average squared error between the predicted price and the 
actual price. 
• Prediction accuracy- the degree of accuracy in the testing. 
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